
3 Mode Lamps A60/GX53 D200

DaySleep Night



Application :
Enjoy all the benefits of advanced LED energy-saving technology with the TOPSTAR 3 Mode Lamp. This 
lamp has three lighting modes, night、relax or working mode, and the color and brightness of the lamp 
change simultaneously with the selection of the wall switch to meet your different lighting needs. Night-
light mode is ideal for sleeping, especially for children; Relaxation mode is more cozy and comfortable 
when you are reading or having fun; If you need to work or paint, the working mode light will provide 
enough brightness for you. It also has a memory function, one use to remember your needs, the next use 
does not need to adjust Any light state, light for more than 7 seconds, shut down and then turn on to main-
tain the same state.
Features & Benef its :
    3 lighting modes optional, night、relax or working mode, to meet your different lighting needs.
    These LED lights do not contain mercury and won't release any hazardous gases into the air.
    No flicker and buzzing, comfortable for your eyes, provides a comfortable,stress-free atmosphere.
    CRI80, allowing you to enjoy the most realistic objects’ color. provides a comfortable,stress-free 
    atmosphere.
    Energy efficient LED technology uses considerably less power and last longer compared to equivalent 
    incandescent lights. With a lifetime of up to 15,000 hours, you can reduce the hassle of frequently 
    replacing your light bulbs.

Application place :
   The product is suitable for residential home, living room and so on.

Available Sizes :

3 Mode Lamps A60/GX53 D200

 Diameter Type Height

2.36Inch(60mm)A60 4.29Inch(109mm)

7.87Inch(200mm)GX53 D200 1.85Inch(47mm)
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Height

 Diameter 

Height



Technical Date :
Lamp Type

Rated Voltage

Rated Power

Incandescent Equivalent

Power Factor--PF

Average Ra

Beam Angle

Average Life

3 Mode Lamp A60

220-240V

8W 18W

60W

PF0.6

Ra80

Color Temperature 2700K&4000K

200°

15000H

3 Mode Lamp GX53 D200

/

Displacement Factor--DF DF0.7

Declared Luminous Flux
#1 2700K-40lm
#2 2700K-700lm
#3 4000K-806lm

#1 2700K-180lm
#2 2700K-1700lm
#3 4000K-1900lm

120°

Working Temperature

Material

Dimmable

-10℃(14℉)~40℃(+104℉)

Plastics、Aluminum Plastic

NO

Environment

Certificate

IP20

CE/CB/ERP

3 Mode Lamps A60/GX53 D200

Base E27 GX53


